Top 6 Reports
for Concur Invoice

All the information you need at your fingertips
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You can only manage
what you can measure
When you automated your invoice management processes with SAP Concur,
you took a giant step toward increased employee productivity, higher
customer satisfaction, and improved business partnerships. But you can do
even more by leveraging Concur Invoice’s powerful reporting tools.
Having a clear view into your invoice management system is necessary to
track accounts payable activities and overall costs. Concur Invoice reporting
will help you measure and manage your invoice processes so you can mitigate
overspending, identify outstanding liabilities, and simplify your internal audits.

Reports outlined in this eBook
fall into two categories:
A Analysis Reporting
free with Concur Invoice

Top 6 Reports for SAP Concur Invoice

I Intelligence
an optional extra
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Analysis Reporting
Free for every SAP Concur client

Your company’s cash flow keeps the lights on. You need full visibility into
where cash is going and where the bottlenecks are to keep your company
running at peak efficiency. That’s why every instance of Concur Invoice
comes with our robust Analysis reporting. Analysis gives you access to more
than 100 pre-built reports to help you put your data to work.

Top Analysis Reporting Reports
1
2
3
4

Request Accrual Report
Top 10 Longest to Approve Report
Invoice Billed Transaction Reconciliation – Detail
Purchase Orders and Associated Payment Requests

Analysis reporting can
help keep your company
running at peak efficiency.
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Request Accrual Report
A Analysis Reporting

What the report does

Shows all invoice transactions that have
not been assigned to a payment request
or have been assigned to a payment
request that have not yet been paid

Why you want it

• Visibility into outstanding liabilities
• Prepare for potential future
cash requirements
• Reduce late fees

Where to find it
Folder: Invoice
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Top 10 Longest to Approve Report
A Analysis Reporting

What the report does

Provides a rank of the payment requests
that take the longest to get approved

Why you want it

• Identify areas of workflow that
are causing delays and potential
late payments
• Support training for approvers on
the process

Where to find it
Folder: Invoice
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What the report does

Allows users to match Invoice
transactions with the billing invoice
from Concur Invoice

Invoice Billed Transaction
Reconciliation – Detail
A Analysis Reporting

Why you want it

• Visibility into these vendors and amount
of spend
• Negotiate discounts with top vendors

Where to find it
Folder: Administration
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What the report does

Provides a detailed view of all
purchase orders and the associated
payments requests

Purchase Orders and
Associated Payment Requests
A Analysis Reporting

Why you want it

• View only payment requests that have
an associated PO
• Quickly identify the status of a PO and
address inquiries at-a-glance

Where to find it
Folder: Invoice
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Intelligence

An optional premier reporting package

Your business isn’t like any other, so why would your reporting needs be
the same? Intelligence gives you exactly the right reports for the right
decisions—right when you need them. This add-on reporting package
unlocks 160+ high-level reports and role-based dashboards, and offers
customizable features and report scheduling. Include Consultative
Intelligence with your package, and we will provide you with an SAP Concur
reporting expert to help configure reports and dig into the data to get more
actionable insights.

Top Intelligence Reports

5 Top Invoice Vendor Spend – Details
6 Invoice Management Overview

Get exactly the right
reports for the right
decisions—right when
you need them.
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Top Invoice Vendor Spend — Details
I

Intelligence

What the report does

Shows the vendors that have the highest
total invoice spend

Why you want it

• Visibility into invoice details
• Understand the number of invoices
being processed

Where to find it
Folder: Administration
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Invoice Management Overview
I

Intelligence

What the report does

Provides key metrics for your company’s
payment requests (invoices) and
purchase requests, plus at-a-glance views
of the payment request and purchase
request life cycles

Why you want it

• Track metric are trends and impact
on cash flow
• Evaluate the need for changes to
optimize the procurement process
and cash flow

Where to find it

Folder: Persona Dashboards
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Looking for more on Concur Invoice reporting?
Contact your Client Success Manager for more information.
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